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Dissertation Abstract
In my dissertation I use game theory to study the strategic role of emotions. I start from the
observation that emotions drive human behavior and that their emotional state can change rapidly
during the course of an interaction. I develop a game theoretic framework in which players can
transition between emotional states of mind. The emotional state of mind determines the players’
utility function. In this framework, players rationally anticipates how own and others’ state of
mind determines their utility function. In my applications I consider three emotional states of
mind: fear, friendliness, and hostility. A player in a fearful state of mind becomes more risk averse,
a player in a friendly state becomes more altruistic, and a player in a hostile state becomes more
spiteful. Players who can transition to the fearful state of mind may overreact to bad news. Other
players may have an incentive to make them transition to the fearful state of mind to benefit from
their fear. Players who can transition between a friendly and a hostile state of mind can cooperate
more easily than standard players do. Friendliness and hostility can also induce consumers to share
information when information sharing is costly. My current work in progress includes experimental
designs to test hypotheses from the papers in my dissertation.
In Chapter One, Fear and Economic Behavior (job market paper), I propose a model of
strategic interactions between players who can become fearful. Players form beliefs over the probability and cost of perilous outcomes at the beginning of each game. The two main assumptions
are that (i) a fearful player is more concerned with risk and that (ii) fear is triggered after a sufficient increase in a player’s expected cost of negative outcomes. I demonstrate the consequences
of fear in three applications: a robbery game, a bank run game, and a public health intervention.
The robbery game shows how a player can use fear strategically to bring about a desired outcome
when incentives are misaligned. The bank run game shows how fear can affect the outcome when
the players’ incentives are aligned. The public health intervention highlights how fear tends to
strengthen a player’s response to a change in the expected cost of negative outcomes.
In Chapter Two, Cooperation between Emotional Players, I use the framework of stochastic
games to propose a model of emotions in repeated interactions. An emotional player can be in either
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a friendly, neutral, or hostile state of mind. The player transitions between the states of mind as a
response to observed actions taken by the other player. The state of mind determines the player’s
psychological payoff, which together with a material payoff, constitutes the player’s utility. In
the friendly (hostile) state of mind the player has a positive (negative) concern for other players’
material payoffs. This chapter shows how emotions can both facilitate and obstruct cooperation in
a repeated prisoners’ dilemma game. In finitely repeated games a player who cares only for their
own material payoffs can have an incentive to manipulate an emotional player into the friendly
state of mind. In infinitely repeated games with two emotional players less patience is required
to sustain cooperation. However, emotions can also obstruct cooperation if they make the players
unwilling to punish each other, or if the players become hostile when punished.
In Chapter Three, Seller Reputation and Buyer Information Sharing, I study a simple
model of an interaction between a seller and two buyers. The buyers can write a review to inform
the other buyer about product characteristics if they buy the product. The seller decides on a
price (high or low) for two identical products. The seller privately knows the quality of the product
(high or low). The buyers decides whether to buy one unit of the product at the posted price. If
buyer 1 buys the product, then he or she can write a review that buyer 2 observes before his or
her purchasing decision. Writing a review poses a cost for buyer 1. The interaction between the
seller and each buyer is a one-shot interaction. A buyer who only cares for own material payoff has
no incentive to write a review. However, I assume that buyer 1 may be emotional. An emotional
buyer can transition between two emotional states of mind: a neutral and a hostile. In the neutral
state of mind, the buyer only cares for own material payoff. In the hostile state of mind, the buyer
cares for own material payoff but also cares negatively for the seller’s profits. A hostile buyer may
have an incentive to write a review if the review can harm the seller financially. The presence of
emotional buyers increases buyers’ surplus as it deters seller’s from choosing a high price for a low
quality product. When the presence of emotional buyers leads to an increase in the probability of
trade, it can also increase seller’s profits.
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